Mechanically integrated, magnetically decoupled storage rings were designed for a heavy ion collider for 100 GeV/amu Au, at B=2.7T. New concepts were developed, including detailed engineering design and cost estimates. A "unicell" contains a half-cell of both rings within a single He vessel. The unicell design is optimized for economical mass production. Survey pads welded to the laminations provide external fiducials to locate the magnet cores. Roller bearing self aligning supports accommodate cool-down shrinkage. The design tolerates relative motion of components resulting from longitudinal shrinkage in the "15 m long unicell without affecting performance. Magnetic and physical lengths are the same, eliminating waste space. "Achromatic" quadrupoles with sextupoles at both ends are located on a common precision beam tube which aligns and supports a pick-up electrode. The unicell accommodates longer dipoles compared to conventional designs, reducing Bmax, stored energy, and the volume of iron and superconductor. Applications to future machines will be discussed.
Introduction
Superconducting (SC) magnets and their cryogenic "packaging" introduce many complexities in accelerator design. But there are many advantages, some of which have not been fully exploited.
SC windings occupy such a small area that very short flux return paths can be used with iron dominated dipoles. It is not generally recognized that this is also true for quadrupoles, sextupoles and other correction magnets which can attain B > 2.2T at the pole tips. The precision and simplicity of iron dominated circuits used in low field room temperature magnets is retained. The high current density makes possible compact quadrupoles and small, strong correction elements at low cost. These make possible a machine with a high degree of parametric control, very difficult with room temperature magnets. A modern machine should have "cybernetic" capability: i.e., pick-up electrodes accurately aligned with each quadrupole, "on-line" computer orbit analysis and many feed-back correction magnets.
Even with perfectly constructed and located dipoles and quadrupoles many distributed orbit and tune correctors are desirable for beam-wall, beambeam and other effects. Then only highly stable location of elements is required; absolute location is unnecessary. It is easy to achieve positional accuracies of -0.5 mm with standard construction techniques, well within the capability of correction magnets to correct the beam position and tune. The refined "survey" is done with the beam.
2. The Unicell Concept A single cryogenic envelope is welded around all the magnets in a half cell of both rings, which is then encased in a heat shield, a blanket of superinsulation and a dewar, all supported as a unit in the ring--this is the unicell concept.
The first generation SC machine designs at FNAL and BNL had quadrupoles that, installed, cost almost as much as the longer dipoles. Unicell design eliminates separate dewars reducing quadrupole costs and saving space. For a given energy the dipole magnet can be longer and the field lower, reducing the cost per GeV. The unicell incorporates, for each beam in this order: a dipole, orbit correction magnets, a sextupole, a quadrupole and another sextupole, in an approximately 15 m long single cryostat (Fig. 1) . geometry and "dry" construction techniques) permits this relative motion between the coils and cores. The transient differential shrinkage on cooldown, and curving during fabrication are accommodated. These properties are very important to the projected success of the unicell; the necessity to "see inside" a cryostat and make internal adjustments to various mechanical elements would destroy the simplicity of this design. The simplicity and economy of the unicell concept relies upon locating and controlling the large number of elements within it inherently by the mechanics of the construction. Survey is only required for a single structure, the cryostat. 3. "Pacman" Press for Unicell Construction Pacman (Fig.3 ) is designed so magnets can be assembled and curved in a labor saving, cost effective manner. This device plus the unicell principle produces a window frame magnet at considerable saving compared to conventional cos e magnets. (Fig. 1) .
Extended sections of the beam tube through each quadrupole are machined to a prescribed radius to support and center the orbit correcting magnet, a pair of chromaticity correcting sextupoles and a precisely located pick-up electrode (PUE), all keyed for rotational alignment. The unicell elments of each beam are thus accurately and automatically internally aligned with respect to each other. Their absolute coordinates are transferred to the outside of the cryostat with high precision (< 1/4 mm).
The cryostat, supported on ball bearings, is anchored longitudinally by a locating ball on the magnet centering column (Fig. 2) Fig. 2) . Smaller jacks press the cryostat plates onto the yoke sections. This assures the required accurate horizontal curved and straight (tangent) sections of the cryostat prior to welding. A unique advantage of the window frame design is that the curvature is only two dimensional. This greatly simplifies the problem of providing slip planes. After the cryostat and yoke are curved a vertical set of jacks clamps the bottom and top plates of the cryostat against the yoke sections. Finally, the computer controlled Astroarc "Mig" welding heads pass through the length of the pack press. The unicell is transfered to a second assembly station, component three, a heavy duty table with ball transfer beams and hydraulic jacks mounted on its surface to clamp the position of the Unicell end plates for welding. This table is slotted in six locations to allow a magnet transporter access to the base of the half cell assembly.
4. Installation The transporter serves as an assembly fixture allowing universal access to the cryostat and permits simple rapid assembly of heat sheild components and superinsulation. Room temperature electrical and mechanical tests are performed. The transporter then carries the unicell to the ring for in situ installation on presurveyed ball transfer supports (Fig.  4 ). The unicell ends are then horizontally adjusted. Unique to the unicell concept, all the magnets and PUE's in a half cell of both rings have been precisely located with respect to each other before the unicell is installed in the ring. The survey involves only one unit, the unicell, and can be checked in the future using external fiducials attached to the outside of the dewar.
It is expected that experience in the early part of the construction will prove SC full power tests are unnecessary on individual units because of the precise iron dominated fields (no stacking), conservative SC coils (no quench, no training) and absence of SC magnetization fields in the aperture. However, the capacity to perform integrated magnetic measure- 
